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SERT I I THRUSTCORRECTIONFOR I.)OIJI_LYCIIARGEDIONS

_alph R. Peters

The thrust of the SERT II thruster measured in space has been shown

to be slightly less than that calculated from electrical measurements on J
F I f

the thruster. LIJ Since the electrically based thrust was corrected for

ion beam divergence one would expect this thrust difference to be due to ,_
_J

doubly charged ions. In order to ver;_j this postulate the ion beam of a "i

SERT II thruster was probed using a mass spectrometer suitable for double

and single ion discrimination and the thrust error due to the double ions

present was determined.

Procedure

A SERT II thruster was installed within the Colorado State University

vacuum test facility and operated at the design 100% thrust level. The

thruster had been modified in that it had electromagnets and independent

main and cathode flow systems, but these were controlled in such a way

that in-flight operating data were reproduced to the extent indicated in

Table I.

Table I - SERT II Uperating Conditions

In-flight Current Test

Arc Current 1.7 A 1.7 P

Arc Voltage 37 V 37 V

Beam Current 253 mA 258 mA

Mass Flow RaLe 313 mA 307 mA

Screen Voltage 3000 V 3000 V

Accel Voltage_ -1500 V -1500 V



While oper<_tin!I at the t.est conditi(},',,.; i!idi(:ated the i(m beam was

lyzer [2]probed with an E x B momentul,q ana and the r'er;ull.ant data were

analyzed in the manner described in Appendix A to obtain the double and

single ion current contribution:_ to the measured beam current.
i

Results and Conclusion

The double-to-single beam ion current ratio " -"{I++/I +) determined for

the SERT II thruster at the Table I operating conditions was 7.8%. The

ratio of true thrust to that which would be calculated assuming only

singly charged ions and operation at the measured beam current is given by:

Double Ion 1 +--_-
Thrust Correction = I+_2- (I)
Factor (I + I++/I +)

Substitution of the measured double-to-single current ratio into

this expression yields a double ion thrust correction factor of 0.98.

The SERT II thrust level as determined from miniature electrostatic

accelerometer measurements in space was 27.4 mN+ I%. [I] The thrust

calculated from electrical measurements and corrected for ion beam dl-

vergence was 28.2 mN _+.2.2%.[I] Multiplying this calculated thrust by

the double ion correction factor yields a thrust of 27,6 mN which agrees

with the measured thrust to well within the accuracies involved.



DOLIBL.YCIIARGEI)[ON lq_[}l)Ll[:lt(lN 1N KII/.[ILON

B()MBARDMENTTHRtJSTEI_S

Ralph R. Pet_,_,

Doubly charged ions are generally considered an undesirable component

of an electron bombardment thruster plasma because of the sputtering

damage they cause. In order to select design and operating constraints ,.

which minimize doubly charged ion concentrations it is desirable to have

an accurate model describing the mechanisms by which they are produced and

lost. This work describes such a model and its verification through tests

on the 15 cm diameter SERT II mercury ion thruster. Although this particu-

lar work is applicable to mercury discharges only, the procedure should

apply equally well to other propellants.

Theoretical Model

The reactions which are considered important in the production and

loss of ions in mercury, electron bombardment ion thrusters are illustrated

in Figure I. The symbols used in the figure represent the following species:

Hg° - neutral ground state mercury

Hgm - metastable neutral mercury (63p and 63p., states)0 _

Hgr - resonance state mercury (61p I and 63PI states)
+

Hg - singly ionized ground state mercury

Hgm+ - singly ionized metastable mercury (6ZD3/2 and 62D5/2 states)
++

Hg - doubly ionized ground state mercury

The arrows in Figure 1 indicate the various interaction routes con-

sidered in this analysis. They show for example that ground state singly

charged ions can be produced fronl neutral qround state, resonance state,

and metastable slate atoms and that: th_,y ,an he lo',t as a rer_ult of sinqle

ion miqr_tion lr_ t.h_' pla',ma t)oun(I,Iry ,_n(I l)rr_du,t:i_m of meLa',f.,_l)l_, douhl_,

i

t
i
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i(-)n.':, arid double ions by electron i,c_rnbardllle.rlt. The iwli:erlltecJiate resonance

and metastable states used in the analysi,._ were selected becau,_e they haw_.

significant electron impact cross sections of [ormatJon over the electron

energy range of interest and sufficiently l(mg effective lifetimes so that

they can enter into ion production processes before they decay. In goin!l

to the plasma boundary an excited atom or an ion could be. going to a dis- ,.'"

charge chamber wall where it would be neutralized and returned to the

discharge as a neutral ground state atom or it could be going through a

grid aperture in which case it would be extracted from the discharge region !

and replaced by a neutral atom from the propellant feed system. In either i

case this process represents a loss rate for any of the excited states.

These losses to the boundary are indicated in Figure 1 by the dotted lines

to the wall of the chamber and then a large arrow back to the neutral ground

state, As suggested by Figure 1 resonance state atonls can also be lost by

photon diffusion. These atoms have short lifetimes for spontaneous photon

emission but the emitted photon is readily absorbed by an adjacent ground

state atom thereby producing another resonance state atom. Since the

transport time of the photon is _ all compared to the exc"ted state life-

time the excited state can be considered to exist continuously. The photon

can however eventually diffuse to a boundary where it will be lost. This

is equivalent to the loss of a resonance state atom; a loss mechanism

represented in Fic]ure 1 by a dotted line conveying a photon to the wall and

a branching line going from the resonance atom to the ground state atom.

The deternlination of the various specie densities requires the

equating of production and loss rate,, IoY eaclt specie in ac(:erdance with

the. above mode_l and as outlined in Rel_:ren_-e [3]. Where pos*ihle, _r_s'_,

se(:ti_)ns for the r(,,l::I, ion'_ i.lltl if,_t by Iiqure 1 were !,ele_ ted ]-t'C)lllpul_li",hed

...... I
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experime_ll.al _lal:._.]4' !)' (_j II C,Xl.,lim_,nl.iil , q,,,., .,,., ,,L'. were not aw_il-

, _ I:i4m'; w_,r_! r, il.ll_r _1 I.lill,',l ,, I,hl' literatur'e Ill]al_l_,, I.h_Jt'_tl:ic,iI (:l',.r_'; ,,.

or' c,Jl_:ulal:ctcl _';JVUl I:Jl(t (;ryzivl',_i ,llq_r'c_×imi_l.i_tll. I;'l 1\1 ir _ I.ion,, except

thot, e oc(;ul'r'ill_l ,ll; l,he Itlar_,la I)Olll,l;IJ'y Wl!t'l' _:_nr. id_'t'_td I.(_ I,e induced by

elecLron bOlllbill"(hll[-)nt, rh(,. l)ollll_ar_lirlq rtle{l:r'_m _lJnUl)Wil'; aSsulned 1;o corlsi_l.

of a Maxwellian component (def:in_,d by a dens it:y ,_nd btUll_erature) and a

monoenergetic or primary component (deiined by a density arid energy). ._

The model assumes electron induced reactions occur only within the

primary electron region of the thruster dei:ined by i.he surface of revolu-

tion of the critical field line an(.l screen grid becau.';e of the higher

electron energies and densities that. exist in this region, Diffusion loss

effects are on the other" hand dependent an tl_e condil:ions at the surface

of this region. In or'der to obtain accurate t'e_ul_._ i-rom this model it
H

was necessary to inl)ut to the (:omputet' program al)prupriately weighted

volu,le and surface area averaqed elecLron prol)erLies. The equations used

in the model are described in detail in ReF(.rcu(.e [3].

i

Procedures and Results

Verificatiun o[ this (:heoretical model ol double ion production and

1oss mechani sm,_ r'equi res essentia I ly '_imul tan(.'u_s m(_(_,.uremewtof the plasma

properties within ai; ol)eratinq thruster aI,l Ll_e ,,i_,ll(' ,t_d double ion con-

tent _,_ the ion be,un. These l_lea:.tlrt.tlilrnt', wL,_(_mi,,h _,il ,t '.-,I_RTII thruster

operatinq at three different (Ilr(: w)ll;,_qe _rmdil:i{ul' ,,_ul w th two different

t_ets of _]rids (S[_R[ 11 al_d I_ ,ltl l)r'tw',_n(:(_ ,.I ',Fu,cl ,trial',). -lhe plasma proper-

l':iit!_ wet'f: illft,lt;Lit'l!cl tl'.iflq the ulrtvdl_l_, I ._llr!lllU 1' I_r_fl.' dll<l l't,{:ordinq system

de,._:rJbed in I_{,ti,t'r!n_p I!)]. IFu, ,_.._.r,, ,tt_,,I I.,vn,ll!,lit I_l{du ' lt',l(Lt!s Wel'('

,()l,(t_ t(,<l WJI.II lht' I_t'(Hu' ,ll i,:l('l'll ,li J{,l'l'llf jq!llli', Ill I)11' (lJ';_ h_it'qe (-h4111hf,r,
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and the data were then analyzed u.qin(I Ll_e Im_,(,t'i(:,LI m(,l:hc.l descril)ed in

i_eference[I0].

An E x I_momentum analyzer was usec_to measure the tot.aldouble and

single ion currents in the beam in accordan,,e with the procedure (:ordata

acquisition and analysis described in Appendix A. The integrated double-

to-single ion current ratios obtained using this procedure are listed under
#

the measured operating data section in Table I.

A typical set of plasma property profiles obtained with the standard

SERT II grids and during operation at a 37V arc voltage is presented as

Figure 2. Also identified is the critical field line determined from iron

filings maps for this thruster. Volume and surface area averaging of these

properties over the primary electron region defined by this field line

yields the values designated as computer program input parameters in the

second row of Table I. These measurement, analysis and averaging pro-

cedures were repeated for each grid and operating condition investigated.

The resultant averaged plasma properties, which are listed in Table I

together with the geometrical properties of the primary electron region

and the grids were then used as input to the computer model which has been

described. The densities of the ionic and excited atomic species considered

in the analysis were computed, these densities were normalized with the

total heavy particle density in the thruster and they are listed as cal-

culated normalized densities in Table I. The results of Table I show for

example that the thruster operating with flat qrids at 37V arc voltage

would be predicted to have 68',;',neutral ground '_tate atoms, IP,'I neutral

resonance state atoms, 6._ _'',sinqly (:harqed qround state ions and ().?'

doubly char(ledqround ,._tateion_;.

i

,i

I#
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Finally t.lle (;alc;ulat:_:d produ(:ticm rat.e'; fc_r _:ilully imd doubly charged

ions produc:ed throu(lh the variuu_, irltc:rlm_dial;(, ._,taL:e', avid norlnalized by

the total IJroductinn rat_: FcJr tile, spe<:.ie arc-: indicated in Table I along

witF, the fraction of the associated 'interaction._ effected by primary elec-

tron _ (in parenthesis). For example at the 37V, flat grid operating point

60% of the single ions were produced as a result of electron interaction

with neutral gruund state atoms. These neutral ground state-to-single "_

ionic interactions were induced by primary electrons 22% of the time and

bv Maxwellian electrons the remainder (78%) of the time.

The data of Table I show the resonance and metastable atom states

are important intermediate states for the production of single ions. They

also show that while the singly charged ionic ground state is the most

important intermediate state in the double ion production chain, its im-

portance drops off at higher arc voltages where electron temperatures and

- energies become sufficient to ionize ground state neutral mercury directly.

The measured double-to-single ion current ratio given in Table I

divided by the quantity (2 /2) is equal to the double-to-single ion density

ratio prevailing in the discharge region. The value of this density ratio

is compared to that calculated using plasma properties in Figures 3 and 4

for the operating configurations identified in Table I. The double-to-

single ion density has been plotted against both propellant utilization

and arc voltage in these figures and the figures show the most consistent

correldtion _,(:curs with propellant utilization. The aqreement between

Lheory and _;xperiment is observed to h(, within 2!i"..

l_(,c:au_-,eth(,di'_h_,d!Iridl:hru'_t_(_r(H_er,lt,(".,at hi(lh(:rflow rates and

l)ealIl Ltl,_'reylt'., th(, ,_L_,(_lut(; ma.ln; 'ucle ul the douhle i(,i d(msity i:_ also

',i(luil i,.,_wLly htcl)U,_ in Llii,, i.ll_J',i.e_. 1h(, (,xt(,nt c_I Lh(: dilf(:renc.e in
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double ion densitypredictedby the computermodel for the two thruster

grid systemsis shown in Figure5 and is seen to be 2 to 5 times higher
/"

in the dishedgrid thruster.

Conclusion

The mercurydischargemodel and analysispresentedyield double-to- '"

ii

singleion densityratioswhich agreewith experimentalmeasurementsto , M
within 25%. The analysisshows thatdoubly chargedmercury ionsare

producedpredominantlyvia the singlyionizedgroundstate with direct

groundstate neutral-to-doubleion productionbecomingmore significant

at high propellantutilizations. Singly chargedions are producedin

significantnumbersfrom intermediatemetastableand resonancestates in

additionto direct ionizationfrom ground state neutrals.

+.
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SINGLECUSPMAGNETICFIELD THRUSTER

John R. Beattie

The single cusp magnetic field (CMF) discharge chamber geometry has

been investigated as a viable approach to achieving a uniform current

density in the exhaust beam of an electron-bombardment ion thruster. The

importance of achieving a uniform profile and the single cusp magnetic "

field concept are discussed in detail in References [II and 12].

The cusped magnetic field ge()metry was chosen on the basis of applying

a neutral residence time criterion to a divergent magnetic field geometry.

This approach suggested the beam profile of a divergent field chamber could

be mademore uniform by increasing the ionization probability at the thruster

periphery and by confining the axial magnetic field to the chamber wall.

This would result in a uniform ion density in the vicinity of the screen

lgrid and, as a result, a uniform ion beam profile.

The effectiveness of the uniform ion density approach to achieving a

uniform beam profile has been demonstrated in the past by the radial field

thruster [13] and more recently by the multipole thruster. [14] The beam

profile flatness parameter F (defined as the ratio of average to maximum

beam current density) of the radial field design was 0,67 using mercury as

the propellant while the multipole design was in the 0.70 to 0,75 range

using argon and xenon as the propellants. Typical values for the SERT II

divergent field thruster are 0.40 to 0.49. Faraday probe data presented

in this reporC will show the cusped field discharge chamber has a beam

flatness parameter in the 0.70 to 0.82 range.

_pgaratus

A SERT II discharge chamber was modified to produce tile cusped

magnetic field geometry illustrated in Figure 6, The _hanqe_ consisted

I!
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of the addition of a center maHn_;t pole piece and the installation of a

movable rear anode in the upstream end of tile discharge chamber. The

thruster length-to-diameter ratio (L/D) could be varied by replacing the

downstream section of the chamber. Additional modifications included the

replacement of the SERT II permanent magnets with independent front and rear

electromagnets and the installation of a variable magnetic baffle. By re-
i

versing the polarity of the magnet power supplies, the cusped magnetic ,

field geometry could be converted to a divergent field geometry. Iron

filings maps of the cusped and divergent fields are presented in Figure 7

for a chamber length-to-diameter ratio of 0.53. The SERT II accelerator

system was replaced with a compensated dished grid optical system and the

propellant feed system was modified to permit independent control of the

main and cathode flow rates. The main and neutralizer cathodes were re-
I

placed with 0.5 mmdiameter orifice cathodes to facilitate sustained

thruster operation at high beam currents.

A movable Langmuir probe was installed inside the discharge chamber

to obtain plasma diagnostic information. In addition, a Faraday cup probe

which could be swept through the ion beam at any desired axial location

was installed to obtain beam current density profiles. An C x _ momentum

analyzer [2] was installed in the vacuum facility to measure the charge-to-

mass composition of the ion beam. The analyzer installation was designed

to permit the instrument to be swept through the ion beam with the probe
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pitched at variuu.,_iV1!lll,,;.lhi.,p¢,r'I,iI.I:mltlm '.,inHleand doul_leion dis-

persion prCdiIn!;tn Im deI:¢_rlninell,i.,a liill_:I.iorl(rF I:hrIig[_r radius.

All dat.al)r'e,.,(,nl.edw_,_'_,r)!_l.,lin_,dilliIvV and -0.SI<V'.cre(mand I"

accelerator,clridpoI:(:nti,_l,.,an_IO.?,AI:_"elmrcurrcmt. Solid symbols have

been used on t)erfor,lance (:ur'wy., I:n indic:atu l:hc_ 37V at'(: voltarte (:ondiLion.

Discharge power calculaLion,_ ir.lu,h, 1.lie. k,epe.r los_es and the total propel- " _

1ant flow rate was 730 mA unless indicated otherwise. ..
e

Langmuir probe data presented herein were analyzed by the numerical

procedure of Reference [10]. I_ x lJ momentum analyzer data were recorded

and analyzed using the procedure outlined in Appendix A. Details of the

Langmuir and Faraday probe installations are given in References [9 and 15].

A schematic diagram of the C x i_ momentum analyzer circuit is presented in

Reference [14].

t
4

Beam Profile

The beam profile flatness parameter measured at a distance of 6 mm

downstream of the accelerator system is presented as a function of chamber

length-to-diameter ratio in Fi(lure ;;. l_,eamprofile data reported in

Reference Ill] which were obtained at a distance of 50 into downstream of the

grids are also presented. File trends are seen to be the same for both

probe locations and the twu _:urves are _,hifted l,y almust a _.onstant amount.

The data recorded clu,-,e b, the ac(eleratov' <l_id in(li{aLe a 10 increase in

the beam flatne_,,; I)araul_ , I:r,r w,!, _',ll i::_,_l w il.Ii !Fl_ ,,llori:f,r (li',charqe {;FlalllI}r.v.

].Oill)qcUll(urtenL (h.,n.,ity l_r_Jlilc,,,lll{',lq!It'qd(;lillIldOWYl':,treiilVi()!:tIH'

field thru';t.r,r.;. It,,',_, {I,_t,I wt'_'_, lu_Yiml] .,'_,{I '_,11 fil,lt t.ll_' itll_',lr,ll_,d

!
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the reciproc:_l of the peak normalized density is numerically equal to the

flatness parameter. The data of Figure 9 indi,:ate a significant improve-

ment in beam profile flatness parameter has been realized with the cusped

field discharge chamber design. The beam flatness parameter for the cusped

field thruster having a lengtll-to-diameter ratio of 0.23 is seen to be 40%
It

greater than the SERT II value at the same operating conditions , i!

The effect of magnetic field geometry on beam profile is illustrated

in Figure I0. These data are presented for the cusped and divergent magnetic

field geometries with a discharge chamber length-to-diameter ratio of 0.23.

The effectiveness of the cusped field design in achieving a more uniform

beam current density is evident when comparing these profiles. The diver-

gent field data of Figure I0 and the SERT II data of Figure 9 indicate the

short chamber divergent field geometry has a flatness parameter which is

27% greater than the SERT II value. Beam profile comparisons for the cusped

and divergent field geometries were found to have the same trend as shown

in FigurelOfor the intermediate and long chamber lengths. The effect was

less pronounced for the long chamber (100% of SERT II length) as one might

expect. This occurs because the magnetic field is largely axial over the

entire chamber cross section for both configurations as illustrated in

Figure 7. As the cusped field chamber length is reduced however the axial

component of the field is significant only near the chamber wall. This

results in a uniform plasma density over much of the downstream region of

the discharge chamber.

The axial location of the movable rear anode was found to have little

effect on the beam profiles of either the cusped or divergent field

qeometries for all length-to-diameter ratios investigated. This is to l)e
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expected since the anode position primarily determines the chamber volume-

to-area ratio and had little effect on the plasma density profile at the

screen grid.

The effect of throttling on the beam current density profile is seen

by comparing Figures I0 and II for the cusped field geometry having a length-

to-diameter ratio of 0.23. The improvement in the beam flatness at the

throttled flow condition is thought to be due to the presence o_ fewer ' "_

double ions at the lower ion beam current. Since double ions are produced

mostly from single ions, the double ions are preferentially produced near

the center of the discharge chamber where the plasma density is highest.

This condition combined with the larger Bohm velocity near the chamber wall

suggests the double ion density profile would be more peaked than the single

ion profile. Experimental measurements of the double and single ion current

density profiles indicate that this is in fact the case. The argument pre-

sented above would also explain the dependence cf the cusped field thruster

beam flatness on propellant utilization at a fixed propellant flow rate.

The effects of throttling and propellant utilization on double ion content

have not been studied experimentally to verify this theory however.

Performance

The cusped magnetic field thruster was operated initially using an

uncompensated dished grid accelerator system havinq the dimensions listed

in Table II. Performance data for this thruster confiquration were reported

in Referen(:e [11] and are reproduc:ed in Fiqure 12 for comparison with data

obtained durin!1 the current reportinq period. Fi!lure 13 presents perlormance

data obtained with a set of (;ompen,;ated dished !Irids havinq the dimerl',ion _,

listed in Tabie II. Both li(lureh 12 and 13 indic:ate a ,,uh,,tantial improvement
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TABLE II. ACCELERATORSYSTEMDIMENSIONS

Uncompensated Com3ensated

Screen Accelerator Screen Accelerator

Thickness 0.46 mm 0.46 mm 0.38 mm 0.51 mm

Hole Spacing 2.5 mm 2.5 mm 2.08 mm 2.08 mm

Hole Diameter 2.0 mm 2.0 mm 1.91 mm 1.6 mm

Open Area 58% 58% 76% 54%

in thruster performance was realized as a result of reductions in the dis-

charge chamber length. A comparison of Figures 12 and 13 reveals signifi-

cant reductions in baseline discharge losses were realized with the compen-

sated grid set which has a thicker accelerator grid with smaller hole

diameters and the larger open area screen grid. Also, the performance data

for the chamber having a length-to-diameter ratio of 0.30 indicates a marked

difference in the shape of the curves at high propellant utilization. The

reason for this apparent discrepancy is not known. Since the data of Figure 13

exhibit a more consistent trend with discharge chamber length reductions, the

data of Figure 12 are felt to be the source of this discrepancy. The apparent

error in Figure 12 could be due to an error in the flow rate data for the

chamber length-to-diameter ratio of U.30. If the measured flow rate was high

the calculated propellant utilization would be less than the true value and

the performance curve would be shifted to lower utilizations. This would

explain both the presence of the "knee" in the data of Figure 12 and the dif-

ference in baseline losses for the short and intermediate chamber lengths, il

The effect of discharge chamber length on performance for the diver- i

gent magnetic field geometry is illustrated in Fiqure 14. The baseline
' o

P
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discharge losses are seen to decrease with a reduction in chamber length

as was observed with the cusped magnetic field geometry. The increase in

propellant utilization observed with the shorter discharge chamber appears

anomalous at first glance, bu. is in agreement with both neutral loss rate [16]
/
i and double ion productionL3 Jr _ theories when the volume-to-surface area ratios •

of the three configurations are taken into account. Iron filings maps of 'o

the magnetic field existing in the three configurations indicate the primary

electron region volume-to-surface area ratio increases as the chamber length

is reduced. Since theory predic&s an increase in double-to-single ion density

_atio and a decrease in neutral loss rate with increasing volume-to-area

ratio, the shifting of the performance curve to higher propellant utiliza-

tions is expected. The volume-to-area ratio of the short and intermediate

chambers was found to be about the same and the crossover of the two curves

is probably due to differences in the plasma properties existing in the two 1

chambers.

Perhaps the most notable difference between the cusped field and

divergent field performance data is the presence of a "knee" in the diver-

gent field data and the lack of one in the cusped field data. This is

illustrated in Figure 15 which is a comparison of the cusped and divergent

field performance for a chamber length-to-diameter ratio of 0.53. The

cusped field data suggest a significant double ion population exists in

this chamber at the high utilization conditions. The flattening of the

performance curve illustrated in Figure l_ for the long discharge chamber

is also apparent for the shorter chambers as can be seen by comparison of

Figures 13 and 14.

The effe(:t of rear anode position on thrust(_r l)erform_In(_e was found

Co he the _ialnf:, f o_" nll Lhr_e di,_:h_rq(! (lli_ml:)_ l_nqth', died l)c_Lh,i,_qneti_
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field geometries. In each case the downstream movement of the rear anode

resulted in a decrease in beam current for the same power input. This

effect has the tendency to shift performance data to lower propellant

utilization and higher discharge losses. The reason for the performance
i

degradation is due to a reduction in both the primary electron energy and

Maxwellian electron temperature as will be shown in the section on plasma !i

properties. _

Double Ionization

Double and single ion beam currents were obtained by the use of an

articulating _ x _momentum analyzer.[2] Details of the data acquisition

and reduction )rocedures are presented in Appendix A. The double-to-

single ion current ratios presented in this section were measured at the

thruster conditions indicated by solid symbols on the corresponding per- I

formance curves. Figure 16 presents the double-to-single ion beam current

ratio as a function of chamber length-to-diameter ratio for the cusped

magnetic field geometry. Since the double-to-single ion density ratio is

equa] to ]/(2 v_Z) times this current ratio these data suggest a chamber length

exists which results in a minimum double-to-single ion density ratio. Double

ion production theory [3] predicts a linear dependence of the double-to-single

ion density ratio on the chamber volume-to-surface area ratio. The non-

linear nature of Figure 16 suggests the plasma properties also vary with

chamber length. The variation of the plasma properties with discharge

chamber geometry and magnetic field configuration will be discussed in the

next secLion.

Figure 17 presents the double-to-sinflle ion beam current ratio as a

I, _r tifffunction of chamber length-to-dial1(:.t(-, ra fnr the diverqent maqneti(:

field qeometry. Here the effect of chamber lenqth on the double ion

" | ...........
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population agrees fairly well with the theoretical dependence on volume-

to-area ratio which generally decreases with chamber length. The nonlinear

nature of the data of Figure 17 again suggests however a slight variation

in the plasma properties with discharge chamber length.

The effect of the rear anode location on the double-to-single ion

density ratio is seen from Figures 16 and 17 to beessentially the same for

each chamber length and mag,_etic field geometry. The reduction in the

double-to-single ion density ratio assuciated with the downstream anode

position is consistent with the reduction in the volume-to-surface area

ratio caused by the anode movement. However, the effect illustrated in

Figures 16 and 17 is not due entirely to volume-to-surface area ratio

changes. Langmuir probe data presented in the next section indicate the

downstream movement of the rear anode had a large effect on the Maxwellian

electron temperature and primary electron energy.

Plasma Properties

The cusped field thruster discharge chamber theoryLll,- 12] has

suggested electrons have the tendency to be trapped in a magnetic bottle

region which exists in the upstream end of the chamber. This theory was

verified for the three different discharge chamber lengths by Langmuir

probe measurements. The variation of the plasma electron density with

axial distance is presented in Figure 18 for each discharge chamber length

and both the cusped and divergent magnetic field geometries. The parameter

r/ranod e shown on these curves is the nondimensional radius at which the

probe sweep was made. Comparison of the cusped and divergent field data

clearly indicates the axial density profile of the divergent field qeometry

is quite uniform while tile cusped field prolile is hi!lhly nonuniforni. The

! .-

Z.!_-_ _ _ _--_,, 4" ,'_ :_ = " - - _ _... .... k ...... - _=_ _,_ ---._" --- ....
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cusped field profiles indicate the presence of a localized region where the

electron density i_; as much as ten times the value near the screen grid.

The axial location of this localized region of high electron density cor-

responds to the position of the cen_er magnet pole piece. Figure 18C indi-

cates an increase in the plasma electron density near the screen grid for

the divergent magnetic field geometry. This increase occurs because the
i

probe crosses the critical field line and enters into the primary electron

• region as it moves downstream. This can be visualized by considering the

iron filings map of Figure 7B. The Maxwellian electron temperature and

primary electron energy were found to exhibit trends similar to those

illustrated in Figure 18. !
Plasma property surfaces are presented in Figure 19 for the cusped

and divergent magnetic field geometries with a discharge chamber length-

to-diameter ratio of 0.23. Comparison of the cusped field and divergent

field surfaces indicates the cusped field geometry generally results in

much more uniform plasma properties than the divergent field geometry.

The reduction in the radial plasma density gradient is clearly evident in

the cusped field design and this is reflected in the more uniform beam

profile of this thruster. The magnetic bottle effect is apparent when con-

sidering the plasma property variations near the center magnet pole piece

of the cusped field geometry. The general trends evident in Figure 19

were also observed when comparing the surfaces for the intermediate and

long discharge chambers.

The effect of the Fear anode position on Maxwellian electron tempera-

ture and primary electron energy is presented in Figure 2() for the cusped

field geometry with a length-to-diameter ratio of ().23. These date indicate
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a large reductionin the electrontemperatureoccurredthroughoutthe dis-

chargechamberas a resultoF moving the rear anode to the downstream

location. The reductionin electrontemperatureis thoughtto be due to

a depletionof the high energy (largecyclotronradius)electronsin the

Maxwelliantail as the anode is moved close to the magneticfield lines in ,...

the upstreamend of the dischargechamber. The downstreammovementof the !i

anode also causeda reductionin the primaryelectronenergy level. The

primaryenergyeffectappearsto be more localizedthan the temperature

effectprobablydue to the longerpath lengthof the primaryelectronsfor

Coulombcollisions. The effectof anode positionon the electrontemperature

and energyas describedabove was found to be the same for all chamber

length-to-diameterratiosand both magneticfield geometries.

Langmuirprobe datawere used to calculatethe volume averagedplasma

propertiesin the mannersuggestedin the DoublyChargedIon Production

sectionof this repor_ The resultsare presentedin Table Ill for all

three chamberlengths,both magneticfield geometries,and both rear anode

positions. The averageplasmapropertiescan be used to explainmost of

the double-to-singleion densityratio trendsof Figures16 and 17. For

instance,the Maxwellianelectrontemperature,primaryelectronenergy,and

volume-to-surfacearea ratio are almostinvariablydecreasedas the anode

is moved to the downstreamposition. This shouldresult in a reductionin

the double-to-singleion densityratio and the experimentalresultsof

Figures16and 17 confirmthis for all cases exceptthe short chambercusped

field configuration.The variationof the experimentallydetermineddouble-

to-singleion densityratio with dischargechamberlengthand maqnetic field

geometryis not as easily correlatedwith the averagequantitiespresentedin

Table Ill. Those caseswhich seem incon_istentare probablydue to differences
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TABLEIII. VOLUMEAVERAGEDPLASMAPROPERTIES

Cusped Magnetic Field Divergent Magnetic Field

Anode Position Anode Position "*

_ _ • ,
./D Property Upstream Downstream Upstream I Downstream ii ........

23 I Tm (eV) 4.7 3.05 4.9 3.8
gp (eV) 29.4 28.0 29.7 27.6

" npxlO'lO(cm "3) 0.94 0.76 1.03 0.92

" nmxlO-lO(cm -3) 26.8 28,1 26.8 31.7
i

" V/A (cm) l 1.65 1.35 1.51 1.0

).30 Tm (eV) ! 4.8 3.3 5.6 3.9

" _p (eV) , 28,7 27.1 28.9 26.7
]

" npXlO'lO(cm-3) I 0.62 0.77 0.83 0.99

" nmXlO-lO(cm-3) 26.2 32.7 24.3 29.4

" V/A (cm) , 1.82 1.63 1.48 1.36t

) 53 Tm (eV) ! 3.1 3.1 3.5 3.4l

i

i _p (eV) ' 22.5 24.1 27.0 19.8
npxlO-lO(cm-3) _ 0.56 0.47 0.57 0.58

" nmXlO'lO(cm-3) i 28.6 27.2 27.7 33.5

" V/A (cm) i 1.93 1.93 1.14 0.81

T - Maxwellian Electron Temperaturem

' - Primary Electron Energy'p

,_p - PrimaryElectronDensity

'_m- Moxwellian Electron Density

V/A - Volume-to-Surla(:e Area Ratio of Primary Electron Reuion

I
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in the plasma density existing near' the screen grid. The data of Table III

also show a general tendency for primary electron energies and densities

; to increase as the length-to-diameter ratio is decreased.
/

Double lon Correlation

Double-to-single ion current ratios have not been measured at high i

propellant utilization due to thermal expansion and subsequent shorting

of the grids which occurs when the thruster is operated for extended periods !

at high power conditions. The double-to-single ion current ratios which

have been measured were obtained at a propellant utilization of about 85%

and were found to be less than 8%. Performance measurements at higher

power conditions suggest the ratio may go as high as 30% at a relatively

modest discharge power loss of 600 eV/ion. This large apparent double ion

ratio observed at the higher power conditions is observed with the cusped

magnetic field geometry but not the divergent field geometry (see Figure 15).

Some justification of the assumption that the cusped field thruster

produces a large fraction of double ions at the higher power and beam current

conditions can be made on the following basis. The shifts in the performance

curve observed with the typical cusped field thruster as propellant flow

rate is increased is illustrated in Figure 21. The performance curve at

low flow rate resembles that of a properly designed discharge chamber. That

is, the discharge losses are fairly constant until the "knee" of the curve

is reached whereupon the losses rise suddenly and a maximum propellant

utilization is reached at a high power condition. Increasinq the propellant

Flow rate causes the performance curve to ,_hift toward a hiqher maximum

propellant utilization. As the flow rate is in_:rea_ed even fiJrther the

1, steep portion of the curw, beqins to flatter1 out and i_r I_ellant utiliz_ttion',

t
.... "" i i i iI Ilml |
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or _-_v_, I()(i... ,_t,c__,_lcul,_hu ,_-L:Lhe hi_lh Flow r,_f:e Corldit:i(ms,

/\L ,l !livet_ d i,,l:hat'qe l),_wc_' ()lie (,Ill (-'Valllill](_ tile netltral loss rate

•[:rolii a perfortllance rurw _ obL,_ined nL ,_ l_w l)r_,l_e]]ant flow rate where the

i double ion den_;il:.y is aq_,umed Lo l_e rlegli!lil_]e. Then assuming a constant ..

neutral loss rate al this discharge power in accordance with Kauflnan's ,.-

model [16], the maximum propellant utilization can be calculated for each i

flow rate by the expression

qlnax = 1 i_iios s lll'l (2)

where q is the propellant utilization, _{_the total propellant flow rate,

and nlloss the neutral loss rate. From this maximum propellant utilization

and the measured utilization, one can calculate a double-to-single ion

density ratio assuming the difference in utilizations is due to the presence

of double ions. Tile double-to-single ion density ratio can be expressed in

terms of the measured ,:_ndmaximum utilizations by the expression

I/ IIk]X
.................. (3)

n ,":,(2,%_x/,i - 1)

If the double icm tnti{u, _,_!t_ul,_I._,d i_ t,hJ _, llh111n(,1'COFPe ai.e well with the

Ul,_de in ,_'liv r_,t ,_ ii_, I<,_.il,i _,11i_ ,_t, v,_lid ,_rld (.It,_L I.tu., ex_e:,'.iw,

u.,i_'.ur_,.d Ht_,l. I I,lll/ !I1il ,, t i_,_, ,__., ,.I,u., (, d_.._[,l_, iuu'..

Ilm ,I,,_I_I .... (,' _,,_I, ,,_ d,.n.i!v _,_I {, ,_I_ I,' '.l_,wn I II] _, ,_ ,I{_,,,I

I'I I'' llI)rl ,li'll , i rl I ,,'1 i :i ,i I!I i lIl_l)' *tll'l ,IItll),)I' q'll ,lt'll.ll If',
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+ Ii f+II alld by tileconservation oi (:harqeand thus one can write the)follow-

in(irelationship

n...... ,, n :--, ++ . (4)

J + e
n

J ,

The beam current can be expressed in terms of the ion densities by the _

expression ;_

+ ++

I B _ n + 2/2-n . (5)

For double-to-single ion density ratios less than about 12% the quantities

+ 2n++ n++n + and n+ + 2/_ differ by less than about 6% and to a good

approximation one can write

++
n

+ ,._IB (6)
n

That is, the double-to-single ion density ratio should vary almost linearly

with beam current at a given discharge power (eV/ion) as one varies mass

flow rate.

Double-to-sinqle ion density ratios were calculated from performance

data obtained at various flow rate_ l_ythe use (,f Equations ,! and 3. The

calculations were made for discharqe dl,m11_er lenqth-i__-diameter ratios ot

(].;73,Irld0.!)[)at EIdi_char(lel)OW(,rlevel ol riO()eV/i(ul,lh(,(h)ul_l(,-l.o-.,in(iI_,

ion den.,ity ratius ol_t.nined ill thi', re,tuner ,_'_, prt'.,_,ntt,,i n,, ,_ lun, li(m _(

heal, vurr(mt Jrl liqur(, ;",'. Ih(! lir!(,,_l' v,_rintJon ul IIi_, _I(uAhli,-.i(_-,.inqll(, (m

den,_ity rnLio wilh l.,,ml ,u_'r(m! ',uq,l(",l', II_(, ,_',',umI_ti(_rr, ran,i,, i_ ,_r_ vir_,
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at these results were val i d alid l:ha I: l:hct exc(.,.,_;i w) prnl)c'l 1ant uti 1i zati ons

measured at the hiqh beam currents are due to th_ existen(:e of s ic]nificant

double ion populations in the cusped field discharge chamber.

Conclusions

Both the beam profile flatness and thruster l)erformance are improved

as the discharge chamber of the single cusp magnetic field thruster is re- ' ",I

duced to 63% of the SERT II thruster length. The beam profile flatness

! parameter of this short discharge chamber is 0.70 when operating at 85%

propellant utilization (730 mA total flow) and a discharge loss of 250 eV/ion.

This represents a 40% increase in beam flatness over the SERT II thruster

at approximately the same propellant utilization and discharge power level

(eV/ion). Throttling the thruster to a 460 mA flow rate results in an

increase in the beam profile flatness parameter to a value of 0.82.

The measured double-to-single ion density ratio Ifor th_ short chamber

cusped magnetic field qeometry is 2.4% which is slightly less than the

value obtained for the SERT II thruster at comparable operating conditions.

The duuble-to-single ion density ratio is thought to increase to much higher

values at higher power conditions, but measurement'_ to support this theory

have not been made at the present time.

The divergent magnetic field _jeoluetry w,_̀I) found Lo haw _.a less ut,iforvn

beam profile than the CUSl)ed t irtld <l_'!r_lll_'lLt'y lor ,_11 t.hr't,_!, h,lllll_(}r lenqths.

However, the bealll prnfill, rll liu' _livrtr'fll,rll l i_'l,I _!_'q_lll_'ttyvM', I_JnsJ(h__r,fl_ly

IIl()t"#3 UIIJIO'r'III t_h4ll [hl_ %I.RI- 11 IHitu'il._,t' I_t_,fil, ,.

TFI(_ llu',it.i(ul of [.ll!t t'_:,,l_' .Irlc_h' w,,'. l_;lltt_l _ ll,lv_. ,L i_lllili_,lllt i,tll,_ 1

on [hi:, Maxw_'] J iayl i!]_,_ litin, l_,lnl_,t,llll_,, [.Ii_,l!.,lll _1 til_, i,_,,_t. ,lluul_, ill lll_,
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single ion density ratio due to reductiovlsin the chamber volume-to-

surface area ratio, the Maxwellian electron temperature and the primary

electron energy.

J ,

Li L_._ J _
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ION ()I;TICS !TFIJI)Y

(:_r_l_.lll(_ /\!; [l'Jll

An accurate knowledge oi" the icJn hea,i hclII: an_]le (_%ax) is of con-

siderable importance when aPl_lyir+(l iorl propulsion devices to actual

mission situations. This angle, which deFines the cone confining the
j F'

expelled ions, should be snmll to maximi/e the thrust at a given beam

current. It would be advantageous to know, not only what accelerator ,

geometries produce the lowest half angles, but also how the half angle

could be expected to vary as the perveance of a grid system varied due to

power variations during a mission.

Computer solutions are available, which predict ion optical trends

as a function of grid and accelerating voltage parameters, for a single

hole geometry. [17] This experi,,ental ion optics study was instigated to 1

verify the accuracy of these solutions by comparing them with results

obtained from actual single hole grid sets. Performance expected with

typical multiaperture grids was then investigated by using a nineteen

2
hole hexagonal array of approximately one ciIl area. This was assumed

adequate to model the adjacent hole interactions found in full ,_,ize grid

sys terns.

Parameter Definitions

Throughout this report the qeometrica] (Iridpara,leters and synlbols

used are consistent with those eml>loy(_'dhy Kaulman[17] arldillustrated in

Figure 23.

These are I i sted bel ()w:

,' --separatiot+ l,(:,twt,,,r_ ',, v(r+,r+,_rl(t ,_t.,(+lf_rator qrid'+,
¢1

da = diameter ol ,t, (,l,,_,tl(n ,11,,'Itl+t ('(',)

d = clia,lfPt+,r c}l ',, _'++t+,_I+,'_+I+_,'(',)
t+
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GRID SYSTEMPARAMETERS

FI GURE 23
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t = Lhickne!,'_ of screen flricl
g

>, _: Krlul"illarl e.l:fectiv(: a(:c.eler,_Lion length
o

dei"ined by:
d

:, :, ' ,.v _ _' t- • -

e g

"_vllax= IllaXilllUln ion beam half angle.
,,. ",_

Throughout this section perveance calculations wel'e normalized by

inultiplying with the ratio (cle-):' and grid l)arameters were nondimensionalized
s

with the screen aperture diameter (ds).

A_2_paratus

A simple, mildly divergent field, gcm electron bolnbardment ion source

was constructed and operated on arqon propellant for these tests. Tungsten

wire filaments were used as both the main and neutralizer cathode emitters.
]
i

The magnetic field was derived from a long solenoidal windinq extending the
i

length of the discharge chamber, with a sinflle l',elmholtz coil winding I
4

positioned at the chamber's rear. The geometry was such that tile field at I

the front of the discharge chanlber was 60'{'. that of tile rear. A cylindrical

anode was e,lployed and stainless steel construction was used throu_lhout.

The '._(reen and accelerator qri(I.; used were ldhric,_t.ed from t.hin sheet

flraphite. This maLe_'ial wa'; ea';y to uiachinl: and wa', availal_le a'; a ,;t.m:k

iLel, in the desired thi_:kn(",',e',, l iw: (erlti,let.er squart_ I_l,_b,', ,_)ni.ainirltl

the grid flat:tervl', wc_r(, I_',il ione_l cm ,_ II1,1':,_:i11,1 I_l,_lo whi_ h _ov(,r(,d Ii1(),,1

c)t the down':Lr_,ml end _-_I ltu' _li',ch,l_,H' {hal,her. ltu' _dl,ul,_io_t v,_rinl i_m

in iml chu]hity ,l_ro,,'. llu, at'_,,_ (-_I ltu,,,_ ,l_'i_l Ihlli_'V'H'; ',Va'. I_",' I1_,_ _,

Varial_le ',t.,,),_laii_.l ()t It_' _lri_l', w,_', ,_, _i_'v_'d I,v _l.iI_,! IIliH iltJ,,i w,l',ll('l',
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lar!lo,lc_akago, c:urr_IiLso

All test_ wm-e c:o,duc:t:c_d i, a 3(I cm d iametc_r pyr'_x bell jar pumped

by a mechanicaI pump in series witll a lO c:,i diameter oil diffusion pump.

The power supplies and associated volt meters avid ammeters were connected

to the source in the manner shown on Figure 24A. The argon flow rate into
j o

the source was sensed by a Hastings flow meter and displayed on a digital

readout.

Ion current density profiles were measured in the ion beam using a

movable probe rake composed of twenty 0.70 cmx 1.43 cm stainless steel

Faraday probe sensors whose output was sensed by the system shown in

Figure 24B. The probe rake position relative to the thruster and the de-

tails of its construction are illustrated in Figure 25. Once the source

had reached stable operating conditions, the rake was moved through the

ion beam and brought to rest at that location where the current sensed
!

by one of the central probes peaked out. Current to each of the twenty

probes was then ,leasuredto determine the ion beam profile.

O_peratin_ Conditions

In order that as few variables as possible entered into the final

results, the ion source was operated at the following conditions for all

tests:

Arc Voltage 40 V

Magnet Current 7 A
'_,

Neutralizer Coupling Voltage 0 V !

Pr()be l_i,_s Volt:,ute -30 V "

,_0.50 mA - single aperture tests
Propel lawt IIOW Rate

L5 !14mA multiaperture tests
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Sin<lit! ]\l+ei'l].i+'e+l(!',l.'; ' Mul l. ia.lJerturt> le,;L,.,

I 1 .....V_.+'t. V + -,I V . V.... VnetVscreen ,v ' , v +,, I
VLotl i Vtot i

............ _ ................... Jr ........................... _ .....

530 270 575 ,_i 6,,_ i_J'+J O. ,I,t_ 255 300 555 600 0.500 ' ""
.',

600 257 645 902 0.715 375 180 5!55 600 0.700 il

' i- 0710 190 755 945 O./.), 495 60 . 555 600 0.900

= +V _ +V ,,
where Vnet Vscreen sllc:.ath arc.. Vtol: = Vnet +lVaccell and Vsheath

was assumed to be 5 volts. Bear, currenl: was controlled for the tests by

adjusting the cathode current and hence its emission. From this beam current

and the acceleration voltage and grid _leometrical factors tile normalized i
perveance was calculated. Through the course of the data collection the

average bell jar pressure was in t,ll:. low lO.... tort range for the single

aperture grid tests and tile middle to hiqh lO-" tort rankle with the multiple

aperture ones.

Ion Beam Measurements

Ion beam profiles measu_(:,d wit.h t:l+(._l-urud,ty l_rohe rake s.how two ion

populations are present in [he l)e,+ml--lliclh velo(:it..y heal ion', and (:harge

exchange or background iota'+;. The,;e two l_Olu_l+_l+.iun';ow'rl,t1_ l_roducin!l an

ion beam l.)roT+ile like t.h<, one '.hovm in I i<lta++, ;!(,/\ ;_tlct it i_, ne_+es',ary t.o

separat+e thellt ':,() ill(' l)ettlll ii,ri li+,+.+_+, tcJ+'+(". _,t|l i+t' ,h'l ilu'(l. ()llt(' ttu:_ true

lJedlll i(ltl [+rilllie, I_,i,, l>t't'tl itJt'li(.i if'it,, lilt' ll,tlt ,llltllt]' (,I t.h_ [)+',,iii _+,ttl lw

c:h,+t;t:rlllin(+d, 1111t.hl+ lJlt+',t,rll _[_m.(' +++t' '_l',i' +' W'+'' i_' '+t']''' I+ 1+', I_'+11 'lllq]_'

ill ',li(.fi ,i V,',tV t.hal. +I ,h'i +li,,,l ,t ,,l_i, i_J' _tim, q,! l,i+li,l( irul ,i lllt. ,ll i,.l'

,lt+ICl l+.('t'rrlilhll itl,l ,ll ill+, l,r_,l,+' ,.:1 ,,,+'+:_,i+ , _,, ',,+.,.,1 ','> +,', tl+, ,+..u..++,++_,,I;t.
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fished by calculal.inq l..hc,h,_,i,._..:,Ii,_f,I,.,,t_.l._.lll.l.i__!,iczhIn"ohe and sul_I.rac-

ting it froillthe Illl2d!,Ul'_xlIIi'liiIii.i_J ili.,l..,,,,,l,__,I,(..Ill_:charge excharlge

I ion current density wa_, (.,, _.ul,li._,_l ,_.. Lwi<(, I.ll_, i)_'(,du_:I, of the ion charge,

Bohm velocity LlS] and char_i(, L:x_.l_,_q_ i_,_ _h.._.,il.y d_Lermined from Kaufnlan's ,..

model [19] The Factor of twu w,_x i_,._,ii_i_laIL, d ii_Lo Lhi _ calculation be-

cause it yielded a current de_sity e(lua to the measured charge exchange

current density at locations I_-_r from the ion beam centerline. The beam

ion envelope line was then extended in the manuer suggested by Figure 26B

to intersect the "harge exchange baseline and define points at the probe

rake location which were used to c_,,IcuI_t.e the desired half angle. As a

check on this procedure several current deu_;ity profiles were integrated

along the charge exchange ha'.)cl ,,e ouL I.(, tl_e.:,e intersection points and

this yielded a current that was q(T. of tho me_._.sured beam current. This

technique for half angle det:i:rmi_:_l i,:_i_ w,_. ,_pplied tc_ all of the multi-

aperture data. Consistent rI,.uII:_ _.,,,,i_, _,I,_,,in_,d ove_' i.he middle to high

perveance range of ol)eratio_, I_v,_:vc_' ,_i. I I_,_, I_w_,_' l_erve.am:e conditions

some scatter was evident, i_ lhi ,,!,_,,.,_i i_:,! ,_,,lim_, ,_ linear extrapolation

did not satisfactorily del ii,_, iI_, l,l'im,li'/ ii,l h,,,ul, lc',li_n_ be,.i_use of the

poor focusing of the ac(:ele_',_i:_, ',v' l,,m ,_i lh,_ l_,w ,_,_v_:,_,_.e:. As a result

the corresponding beam I_o! i l_, I_,,,l _I_ _ I,,_,,_,_II_,_., !_w_,_l ,_iq_ra_Le, file

•that illustraterl in Fi,lu_'_' i',,_

For sinqle apertl_r,, I,_,,ii _ .,_ ;,.+_,,,I i!_._ t,_,,i i l_,', _nuld I,_,

e_v_ll_l,tted {it. ull ppl'v_,,_l_. _. ,,1_,!_ !,,_. !.. ',_.,.1, I,._,,,,i!_,l ._ I ill_, ,lI l{I _,1

Lhe bedlll I)(_alll i llll'(_'lll (tl,rl. ', .,a ,. : }, ;, ; , .... !l,l_l,ll 1,, ,,'1 i Ill' ,_ ',}1_)_'11_

in I:{qure _?t_[). II..ill,! I}_,, ,i,, . _, ..... _,: l i_,, ,,;i _!,,. !_ _li ,,

, - .>_ I i
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conic frustrum was shown to enclose 90% of the beam current consistently.

The diameter of the ion beamlets emanating from a grid pair was also

investigated. This was accomplished with a given single aperture grid pair

by increasing the beam current until a sudden increase in accelerator impinge-

ment current was observed. The onset of this increase corresponded to the

beam current and hence perveance at which the beamlet diameter was equal to

the accelerator aperture diameter. The test was repeated with different

accelerator aperture diameters to obtain the variation in beamlet diameter

with perveance.

The increase in impingement current with beam current at the onset of

direct impingement was less pronounced with the multiple aperture grid sets

than it was with the single hole geometry; making a beam current determina-

tion at the transition point more arbitrary. To circumvent this difficulty

and produce consistent results, the impingement current was recorded over

the range of beam current (perveance) variation. Plotting impingement

current against perveance and extrapolating the straight line portion of

the curve, a baseline impingement current was obtained. The start of direct

impingement was said to occur at the beam current where the actual curve

had departed from the baseline by an amount equal to fifty percent of the

baseline current. The beamlet diameters were therefore equated to the

accelerator hole diameter at this perveance condition.

Results

The variation in ion beam half angle as a function of normalized

perveance for the single aperture grids is presented in Figure 27 with non-

dimensionalized grid separation distance as a parameter. Symbols used _n

this figure are defined in Fiqure 23. Normalized perveance defined as

#
?

!:
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(JlVt:ll_)(_elds)P and determined by Child's law has a )naximumvalue of

3.03 x lO"_)amp/volt _/2 for singly ionized mercury. R in the figure is

the ratio of net-to-total accelerating voltage. Open symbols shown on

the figure correspond to experimental results and they are bracketed by

error bars to indicate the accuracy of the results at various perveance

levels. The numerical results obtained by Kaufman[17] for the single

aperture case are shown for comparison as solid symbols. The single

_ aperture experimental results are observed to follow the same general trends

as those predicted by the computer program solutions, but the experimental

curves are shifted to lower perveance values. The magnitude of the pre-

dicted minimum half angle agrees quite closely with that obtained experi-

mentally. Unlike the theoretical solutions where this minimum occurs over

a narrow perveance range, centered about a value of 1.5 x 10-9 amp/volt_/2,

the experimental results show a fairly broad minimum, located around a mean

perveance of 1.0 x 10-9 amp/volt3/2. It is also noteworthy that theoretical

solutions could be obtained at perveances up close to the Child's law limit

but the maximum perveance that could be achieved experimentally by increasing

cathode emission and hence thruster ion density was considprably less.

Figure 28 shows the effect of the variation in accelerator grid aperture

diameter on the half angle vs. perveance plot for the single aperture case,

This figure shows that increasing the accelerator aperture diameter to a

value approaching the screen aperture diameter facilitates operation at

higher perveance conditions. The one data point at a perveance beyond the

theoretical Child's law limit of 3.03 x I(}-' at,p/volt_/,' is noteworthy.

This probably occurs because the plasma sheath position is not adequat_,ly

modelled l)y the param_ter .e u_ed in tlv_ normali2_,(( pervean<e expres,,ion

and defined in Fiqure 23

lw
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Figure 2g shows thn effect of _,creen grid thickness on tile shapes of

these curves is minilnal for the single aperture case. The data presented

in Figures 27 through 29 served the purposes of l) verifying the adequacy

of the computer ion optics solutions of reference [17] and 2) indicating

what values of the geometrical variables would be of primary interest for ,..

the multiaperture experiments.
r

Results obtained with multiaperture grid sets which more closely model

actual thruster grid sets are presented as Figures 30 through 32 as a

function of the same variables and parameters as those used for the single ,i

aperture grid data. Interactions between adjacent holes which occur when

the multiaperture grid sets are used, appear to result in no pronounced

departures from the general trends found with the single hole geometries.

Here again a fairly broad perveance range at the minimum half angle was

observed to be centered about a normalized perveance value of about

1 x 10-9 amp/volt3/:_. The half angle did not reach such high values at

low perveances as it did in the single aperture cases. This effect may

be due however to errors in interpretation of the ion bea_ ,files at

low perveance where the ion beanl profiles were generally difficult to

analyze.

Some general observations apparent from the multiple aperture work are:
,,,

I. Decreasing the grid separation ratio d-g- results in a dramatic
s

increase in the ,lagnitude of the ininimuln half angle but does

not chancle the shape of the curves si(Inificarltly.

2. Incr(-._a_;irl(l the accel(,rator hr, le d" ,_• Idlll._t_._F ,It d _Oti',t(lllt !Jd '
%

re+,ul t_+ it+ a '; i+Ir_it i, unt Jt1(:ii.,(l,;(P irl the m,_xi.,m, t+>l>tait_,tl,]+,

pervean_++e l)tll+ do<++, t+oL t;h,lll+l+' tho lllJrlJrIltllll valut, <.l th+, hall ._t_,ll+'. +

Atl ,lt<(+l++r<llc)t ' ,II++++Ft.lit'iP t.(> ',+ t'f'f'rl ,l+)_+'t'+llt't '' <tJ<liU_,t+'t t,ilif> _+>l f).+,

+. +
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represents a limit below wilich the preveance capability of the

grids is limited significantly.
d

a

3. Reducing the screen thickness for a constant -d_-: and _- ,
serves to broaden the minimum half angle region over a greater

operating perveance range. An increase in the maximum obtainable ,

perveance is also apparent, but a relatively small change is i
r

observed in the minimum half angles.

t s
A point worth noting was that while a 30% reduction in _ from 0.185

to 0.123 substantially broadened the minimum half angle range and increased

the maximum obtainable perveance, only a slight improvement was noticed in

both of these trends as the screen thickness ratio was reduced an additional

50% to 0.062. This suggests reductions in screen thickness ratio below
I

0.12 are not effective. The reason for this apparent lower limit is

associated with the position and shape of the plasma sheath relative to

the screen grid. For thick grids, ion recombination at the inner wall of

the screen hole acts to reduce the ion density in this region, which dis-

torts the sheath shape, reducing focusing. However it is possible that if

the screen is too thin, the sheath can no longer attach itself to it and

takes up a detached position slightly downstream of the grid. This slight

reduction in the actual value of _g, counteracts any focusing gains achieved

by not having a distorted sheath edge.

db
Plots of the beam diameter ratio _-_-obtained with the single aperture

configuration are presented in Figure 33. They exhibit correspondingly

lower perveance values than those found in the computer solutions of

Kaufman,[17] although the general trends agree. There is a marked differ-

ence, however, with the results For the multiple aperture grids shown in

Figure 34. Unlike those of the single hole, the data spread for the three
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different net-to-total accelerating voltage ratios used is minimal and

the curves fall on essentially the same line. Also, the perveance values

producing a given beam diameter are considerably lower for the multiaperture

case. In both cases variation of the parameter _ resulted in minimalb

scattering of the data.
i,

Conclusions il
f

The computer solutions obtained by Kaufman for i_alf angle variation

agree qualitatively with experimental results. Minimum half angles pre-

dicted by the computer solutions also agree with those observed experi-

mentally although the perveances at which these minima occur do not agree.

For all the grid geometries studied--both single and multiple hole--the

minimum half angle occurs consistently around a normalized perveance of

1 x 10-9 amp/volt3/2. The magnitude of the minimum half angle of an ion

beam is reduced primarily as a result of increases in the grid separation

distance. The maximum obtainable preveance is increased primarily by

increases in the acceleration aperture diameter to values near that of the

screen grid. Reduction in screen grid thickness tend to broaden the

perveance range over which the beam half angle is a minimum down to the

point where the screen thickness is about 0.12 times the screen aperture

diameter.

Charge exchange ion production within the ion beam makes absolute

ietermination of the beam half angle difficult. A better understanding of

the distribution of the charge exchange ion population needs to be ascertained

from further experimental investigation in this area.



VISUAL OBSERVATIONSOF TIIE INTERIOR

OF AN OPERATINGHOLLOWCATHODE

The hollow cathodes used in ion thruster applications consist of

a tantalum tube capped by a thoriated tungsten plate perforated by a "

single small hole at the tube centerline. The mechanism by which this _

device supplies electrons to sustain an arc discharge when mercury is

flowing through it is not well understood. Previous studies have shown

however that a plasma does exist within the tube [20] and this suggests

processes within the tube, which are not generally observable, play a

significant roll in cathode operation. In order to facilitate observation

of the interior of an operating cathode and hence observe phenomena that

could lead to an understanding of cathode operations a 6.4 mmdia. hollow

cathode was equipped with a quartz window and tested in a vacuum bell jar

facility.

Ap_paratus

The apparatus used in this study and shown schematically in Figure 35

consists of a 6.4 mmdia. hollow cathode supplied with an orifice plate

having a 0.4 mn dia. orifice and fitted with a 1.6 mmthick by 1.27 cm

diameter quartz window. Through this window the interior face of the

orifice plate can be observed and photographed. The mercury flow rate

through the cathode orifice was requlated by controlling the current to

a standard SERT II vaporizer. The keeper was a wire loop positioned 1.5 ,im

from the cathode tip and the anode was a 3 cm diameter cylinder ,lade from

perforated stainless ';t_el ,_heet metal. The cathode a_embly wa_ equipped

with a tickler ele_:trode to fa_:ilitate ,tartup. The ,_thode it el_ wa_
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bare (no insert) and the interinr surlaces were Free of irregularities

visible to the naked eye. The Lemperature at various locations on the

interior face of the orifice [)laLe was measured using an optical pyrometer.
i

/

Emissive Material Dep3etion -
J ,

Low work function oxides, gener'ally in the form of Chemical R-500, .?

are used inside a hollow cathode to facilitate startup and subsequent "_

operation at acceptably low temperatures. There is evidence that this

material may become depleted particularly if the cathode is operated at

the high temperatures encountered at high arc current operating conditions.

The phenomenological changes which accompany depletion are of interest and

were observed in the following test.

A new cathode with no insert was treated with a very small amount

of R-500 (diluted tenfold before being added by a damp fibre dobber through

the opening left when the window was removed). This cathode was then

operated for about 135 hours at a high arc current (7A) and the interior

orifice plate face was photographed and surveyed with an optical pyrometer

periodically to determine changes in its condition. Review of these data

suggested the initial R-500 loading had been insufficient and had depleted

after a few minutes of operation. A larger amount of R-500 was then added

(undiluted from a damp fibre dobber). This addition caused a dramatic

change in cathode operatin(l parameters followed hy a clradual return (over

a 24 hour period) to those coudition,_ (_xistinrl hefore the final R-500

addition.

The ,tFr,_t. ol R-!,(])()addili_)nand rh!pl<ttionon ,,itila(:leol_pratinq

,]. F. l{,i_('t' (h,.mi,,il (:r,., l'tli l il,'.lull,i, rl_,w ,lr,t,,(,v.

]o [i
--L_=--_ ................ ,. _"lI l.... II
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parameters and c:athode appearance i!; '..hown in Ii!lure 36 avid its accom-

panying captiovm. The ¢:aptio,_; show for example that the new ¢:athode

shown in the first column of photograph'.; (probably without sigrlificant

R-500 but with thorium present in an undisturbed state) operates at an

interior orifice plate temperature of 1370% to 1200"C at an arc voltage
j .

of 17v and a keeper voltage of llv (the temperature range given is that .I

observed from the edge of the orifice itself to the outer edge of the _ ._

orifice plate). After the 135 hour operating period R-500 was added

and the temperature dropped to I190°C to I090°C, the arc and keeper

voltages to llv and 4v respectively and the cathode appeared as shown

in the second column. After another 24 hour operating period and R-500

depletion the temperature rose to 1520°C to 1500°C, the arc and keeper

voltages rose to 40v and 14v respectively and the cathode appeared as

shown in the third column. These final conditions and the _thode

appearance were similar to those observed just before the R-500 was

added (after the 135 hour operating period). The photographs were ob-

tained through a red #29 wratten filter and a I'" neutral density wratten

filter using Ektachrome EX--135 film. The photographs can be interpreted

if one considers the strong spectral lines of the elemerts present and

the transmissivity of the filters at the wave lengths of these lines.

The strong spectral lines listed in Table IV were deter,,ined by viewing

the discharge through a hand _;pec.tros,:ope, and it was found that the

depleted cathode showed only the lller¢ ury I ine,, wl_i le the tre,_t.ed <:athode

showed tile additional line'; _.lmra_.t:eri',ti( ol the lmriu,i that i', avl active

inqredier_t of vhe,li_:,l( P,-5(l{I. A i'(!vi,,w (,I [,tl,l_, IV ',(lq(l(,',(.', the red filter

*,hoIll(I lla',, llf_ '.i{ll)]l],,lllt. r,l_li,_l ii)ll II'{)lll |ll(' fllq'l, Ill",'. lh(' F('{I llh_)l. Or}Y'd_Jl':

',hoII](I hoWl'Vf'F ',tl()W Ii1_' lo,,ll _.l nl _,.:, iI(,,I I,,l_ ilm tl_,lJtr,ll', ,lyld _)! ( _llr'.t!
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thermal radiation from the hot oaf.bode surface. The neutral density filter

photographs should on the o[her h;_ml _,how the location of tile ex(:ited

mercury neutrals whose radiatimm Lend'.., I:o dominate in tile plasma. When

some barium is present if: cai_ he ';t-ran on tile caU_ode centerline (red

filter photographs l and 2) but when it: has been depleted the orifice

appears black (red filter p}lob-_Hrapl_ 3). The neut.ral density pho[o.qraphs

show the continuum radiation from Lhr. o_ili(.e pl,_te Ix._cr)minq ';o intense

when the R-500 is del:)let:ed ((:,_]u,u_ .]) I:ha I: i1: I:eu_l', t() rwel"l)OWer time

iner(:ury radiation aud ',h(_w t:llr()ll(lll .t,, ()i,lll(l{_. Ihe l_(it:L_.rvl r)l [tli', r)rallqe
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region plasma when R-500 i s present and t,hi _ in turn would i ndi c:ate barium

migration takes place during cathode operation. An additional verification

of barium migration was observed durin!:l the first few minutes of cathode

operation after R-500 addition. Initially_intensely radiating spots were

observed through a red filter a l: Iorations where, the R-50{} was added.

Some of 1;hese spots appear in the second red photograph of Figure 36 for

example. After about 20 minutes of cathode operation these spots had

disappeared and the orifice plate appeared to radiate quite ur,ifornlly

through a red filter.

Effect of Arc Current Variations

At one point during the photographic study of an operating cathode the

arc power supply current output was oscillating between ,_ O.5A to 2A on a

period of about a minute. Observation of the interior orifice plate sur-

face through a red filter during this time showed that the entire orifice

plate heated up when the arc current was high and then when the current

suddenly dropped to one half alnpe_e the radiation persisted for a period

of about the thermal time constant before it decayed, The shape of the

radiation patterns and the nature of their decay with tinle is suggested

in the following sketch where early patterns (solid lines) and later

patterns (dotted lines) are identified. This observation leads one to the
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conc:lusion that the entire: in[er ior orili_..e plate participat.es Jn the

elni ss i oll process rather than _,ome ',maII I [}{:aI i led spot such as the ori fii (]e

regi on.

C_Ithode E.lIfjss_i.gr_!Me_:!Lani s!_L';
i ,

The Richardson-Dushman equation, which (:an be used to calculate

thermionic electron emission from a surface, has generally yielded electron

emission current densities based on measured external orifice plate

temperatures that are too low to explain measured cathode emission currents.

If one uses the internal orifice plate temperatures measured in this test

series for an R-500 treated cathode (llO0°C to 1200°C), a work function ._

typical of a barium on tungsten surface (1.6 eV) and a Richardson equa-

tion coefficient of 0.015 x lO_' A/m_>°K: the calculated emission current

density is found to be 3.8 x lO" to II x lO" A/m:'. Since the entire

orifice plate was suggested in the preceding section as partici-

pating in the emission process it is logical to use the interior surface

area of the orifice plate as the emitting area and this leads to an e,lis-

sion current of 1.2 to 3.4A. Since the cathode was operating at 7A this

model again appears to be inadequate. A second experiment performed with

an internal heated emitter provides however a clue to the source of addi-

tional current. This test demonstrated that a heated emitter within a

6.4 irondia. cathode could effect an arc _:urrent to an external anode which

was two to three times the emission current of the emitter when the emitter

was hc-ld at (,ath,._de potential. Thi_ two to three fold amplifiriltirlrl of the'

emission current suclge<,t,, l he +:<llcul,,i:_d thf, riilir._i, _.ilii,,,,i(.1 ,:urr_>nt would

be alliplified i.o <ill ar<. !;lirrl,lll. tf'v_,l r_i ,>.'1 fo l!i.!_A, llli', _,ll_ul,tl_,_t
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current level does hra(:k_,1:the measured 7A current and this suggests the

; emission mechanism in a hollow cathode involves thermionic emission coupled

with a plasma amplification effect. As barium depletion occurs and the

plate temperat;are rises to 1500°C to 1600°C this model suggests the surface

work function would have to increase to about 2 eV to effect the 7A arc ,,

current assuming the thoriated tungsten Richardson coefficient of 0.04 x 106 /,

A/m2(°K) 2. This is reasonably close to the 2.7 eV work function of

thoriated tungsten.
]

,4



COLD(;ATIIC)L)LSIARTUP TESTS

Cathode,:: which can be started relial_ly from cold conditions should

facilitate a reduction in the propellant los._ during startup. A preliminary

study of means of achieving mercury hollow cathude startup from tempera- ,

tures below IO0°C was therefore conducted. The methods used to approach

this task are described and tests conducted with 6.35 and 3.2 mmcathodes ' _

are detailed in this section. Cathode starting performance using internal

and external electrodes and flow variation was determined. Ranges of

cathode starting parameters are discussed using these configurations.

General Approaches to Cathode Starting_

There are several methods that are available for initiating cathode

operation. Brieflv, the basic methods are:

I. Lower the work function: This approach is generally accomplished

by materials selection. Low work function materials are provided on the

surfaces of the cathode or impregnated in pores within the cathode com-

ponents to insure the availability c)f this active material throughout

the desired life of the cathode.

2. Increase the voltage stress: There are several alternatives to

4
this approach. Shaping and positioning of the electrodes can significantly 1

increase the voltage stresses. Movable electrodes can also be used, i

Increasing the applied w)itage ta existinq electrodes as well as intro-

ducing high voltage pulses on a:_xiliary (or tickler) _le(:trodes have

been used. lliqh frequency alternatinc! l)otential _.,can alsu be applied.

3. Decrease the hreakdnwn potential: !liqh_,r _:athtxle f lc_w ralms or

mc_chanica] ol_;Lruction of t{h, rlOrl_lal f lc)w ',_,rv(,'., to <J_,tea,,(, the I)redF-

down I}otur_tial i_y in_.rf,,J',!i_q the q,l'. I_r_".',ur_! ir] 1t_, l,_.(_l_-,ll,_rli: l l[_w lielrl.
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4. Increase the temperature: For the purposes of these tests the

cathode was to be cold, but it was assumed under this ground rule that

small metal emitters that could be heated rapidly to emissive temperatures

at low power levels would be acceptable.
i,

Apparatus and Procedure

A 6.35 mmdiameter hollow cathode having a 1 mmdiameter orifice was

modified to facilitate evaluation of several of the approaches described

above. Figure 37 is a cutaway sketch of the first of the configurations

tested. The emitter coil and spike axial anode were operated as a diode

pair at various bias conditions and both electrodes were also operated and 1

ibiased independently. Figure 38 is a cutaway of the second configuration

tested. The axial, 0.25 mmdiameter, I0 mmlong tungsten emitter was

operated using the co-axial cathode wall as the anode. As both of the

figures suggest the cathodes were mounted on a fitting containing a quartz

window to allow viewing the internal cathode surfaces and electrodes

during testing. No insert was used but an R-500 coating was applied to

the inside face of the orifice plate. An external keeper was used with

both of these configurations as was a tickler electrode on which a 12 kv

potential spike could be applied. These configurations allowed preliminary

testing of a large number of startup concepts without altering the cathode

emission surfaces as a result of exposure to air.

The general test procedure required stabilization of the flow rate

(vaporizer temperature) while keeping all cathode hardware above the con-

densation temperature of mercury. This could be quite accurately accoinF-

fished by eliminating visible condensation fro l the internal cathode and

window surfaces. The keeper potential was set at 40_ volt,, _,nd if an
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internal enlitter was used if: w,_,...f,l. ,_I. _ llflwer level that: provided one

amp internal emission. C,_Llu_h, .,t,_'li_l I_,,,I.., wc,r_, then c:cmduc:ted, and

a tentative best starting technique wa_. sele<:ted by making comparisons

of the results.

Final tests were then performed on the enclosed keeper 3.2 mm dia.

cathode assembly shown in Figure 39. This configuration allowed testing of

the tickler concept and an axially ir_serted internal electron emitter.

Since the primary interest of the proflram was the 3.2 mm enclosed keeper

cathode, tests conducted both the 6.3'3 mm and 3.2 mm dia. cathodes covered

the 187 to 4 mA flow rate range considered typical of the 3.2 mm cathode.

Results and Discussion

The tests on the configuratio_ '.hovm in Figure 37 were brief and

consistent. Biasing the internal '.i,i!.e anode positive with respect to the

cathode resulted in immediat.e val_fl_iz,:_i..ifli_ of the anode. Using this anode

as an internal tickler" resulted i_ r_I,id starts followed by the need for

spike anode replacement. The emiELer cc_Jl produced diode operation when

heated and biased negative with r_'._pe,,t I:o the cathode wall and startups

were achieved. Operation of the inLeru,_l r:,ritter wa_ Sl)oradic, however,

with either very low current, _li,jll wJll.aq_ ('_UV) discharfles or heavy

discharges at under 10 volt', cJ,_ i_ti_i,l, lhc, c__il.., of this emitter were

very difficult to centf_r with _, ,!,_,. I ic_ :!_, ,,_Ll_ntl_ wall and l.hi', i', _.on-

sidered to be the I_rol_al_le ,au._ ,,; i,i,. ,,_,_i.i'.l_,lll t'e,,_ll.'-,.

The confiqur_tJon .,l_,w_ _ i,u_ ,. :; ,i,_v_' _'<, _'l l_.nt ',tat'I.inq ,ha_a_ t.er-

istics durinq tt_e initi,,.I I,,, ,,,_,t _ 4 ,.1_, !,,,I _.. t.ll_, l_l_,_l,,_l ,_r,lnqf,-

reliable .,t.a_'t,. ,r,_l_l _.,,,_,lii,' i...... ;. ,_ l.,,!i_ !_, iT,l,._I_._I ,_.i._I

I'I II
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emitter and the external tickler at cathode flow rates greater than 200 InA,

and it was therefore decided that the most meaningful comparisons of these

startup techniques would be obtained at flow rates below this value.

The tests were begun by establishing the desired flow rate and then

raising the cathode temperature above the propellant condensation lim;t. ,

This limit was found to be at indicated temperatures ranging from 135 to i]

160°C. This band was inferred by observing droplet disappearance and

vacuum system pressure surges which occurred when the vaporization temperature

was reached. Tests conducted wi_h non-condensable propellents showed that

room temperature (_20°C) starts could be achieved routinely, but temperatures

above the condensation limit were required before startup could be achieved

with mercury.

When the internal emitter was used for startup, emitter heater power

was switched on to the preset value to start the cathode. After the keeper

discharge lit (rarely longer than the time constant for emission from the

internal cathode) the emitter heater power was shut off. At cathode flow

rates less than 200 mA the cathode was self-extinguishing at keeper currents

in the neighborhood of O.2A without internal emission. After extinction,

startup was reinitiated immediately and these cycles were continued as the

tip temperature slowly rose from 150°C to 250°C. At 250°C starting cycles

were terminated until the tip temperature had cooled to 150'_C and the

starting cycles were then repeated. These startup tests were conducted

for flow rates of ].,/, 140, 95, 45, 30, I0 and 4 mA equivalent. At all of

the flow rates the cathode started every time the internal emitter was

turned o_ if the emission level was aL least _,le aillp.

The effect of tip heater power was l_rietly inve,,tiqat.ed at I1c_w l'_JL_,..

helow If)mA. At tip tei,l_rntu_'e ', above II)I)I)"C _q_,raii,,_ ,_uil,l l_n ',u',tnin_,d



occasionally I)ul. I:lu_ ,li_,,:ll,_l_l(_ w,_,, t,,I ,,I,_1,1_,wil.lmul: iul._,l"rl,Jl e,lission.

Fi (titre 4()A '_hc)w', ill{: v,_r ia I.i(}ll I)l I<{'l,I){'l' I)0 II'lll.i ,I I L,'ti I.h ill L(!t'lhll (!l,i *;S i Orl

for severa] IIII {-}w Yql.(?!, Whl_ll I.tl{' Jlll.l!}'ll(}l I!mil. l.('i" Viii!, I_i(l'.,P.d I() VoIts nega-

tive. As the ilow rat(<' w,_ (l_._.l{.I' ' _" [ ,I I, l.ll(, illl:erm_l {.mi_,,-,i(m required to
i ,

maintain the keeper voltafle al. a(._.el_l:ahly low w_lues increased. Each flow

rate has a distinct minimum keeper voll:a!w (llorizontal asymptote) at a
• 'q

given internal bias. Figure 4(/1_shows the effect of internal emission on

keeper voltage for l0 and 30 wJts internal bias at the lowest flow rate

tested (4 mA). The keeper voltage decre.ase with changing internal bias

was greatest at the low flow rate and was hardly noticeable at higher flow

rates. In all cases, starting was critically dependent on sufficient

internal emission. Although at least one amp i'_ternal e,li<_ion was re-

quired to start the keeper discharfle, operatio_ of the cathode could be

sustained at any flow rate tested at an internal emission ol 150 mA.

The capacity of the keeper power ',upply is, ul course, _ritical to

startup under many cathode condiL:iou,,, lh_, 4()() w_It stariinq potential

was low enough thet cathode i(jnition would m)l. occur reliably using the

tickler electrode at flow i',ll.e_, I_el{_w _31)(wl.:;() _A. ltli'; (:omlit.ior_ _ '(:.Xlsted

because there was n(:)t ellollqh ener(ly ';101"(]'1 ill the, (.ii'(uiL t:o _;u_,l:ain the

discharge. Keeper potenLidl', _I ',',I)I) to I',!!1{_rolL, w_r_:, ,,uIlicient however

to Illaint_ill oper,_ti(m ll',i,l(1 a (i_l.l(,_ ,,/,_ll ,_l ,_11 _I lh_' Ilow _'tte", Jn-

vest i!la te(I.

[_'1_ ()lJl(!r illl.{!l_",i ill_l _!1 i(_, {, _'/{'ll, Iil:'.{'tV{'(I tl(ll'il',l Ill(' '.{.all { }fill l.l_',{_,.

1) l)urin,l higt_ D,,ll,'l',_ll__' (Jf,'_._! _(,ll, I,,_ _]_ ,,Iq_,___l', I'/ u]i,l_,_lr_l t(, flu,

_t_)rl_(}l)(!l',ll iu(I il_l_,_rl,iI ,,m_i ir'l . t11' W,I HI Iljl,lJl',l li !111[ 1I* II1'",1 {'!llil I'_"

',Lal'! ,ill ,mpl _,'tlj,tl ',._,_ iIr.,,_ i,_i,i .,_ i _ ._i ,,_' I _ ; v; i1_ _._l_i_ll',

q{q'_ll'_l',ill'! ('ini I(III _r ,! ' ,,, ,,/ I_,',,,', :; ..... ,,/, , {,,,,, I _ 'i_';_ lil lqr,l lily
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condensation lilqit, the inl:m"n,_l !ill Ii.l.(!r, _hl(_ i.o if.', Inw ma_;'.-,anti lesser

ther,lal lag, c:ollected mer'c:uv'y. I_ ,.; w4', ixo:,l:ul,_l:(_d irolll i;hc, next emitter

start attempt which would Im c_r_II l_',_'_I_lJ (_)I II !, I.{_"_. _iLN (|_I_(. _ (Jecade

pressure pulse of very short (luY',_I.iFnl,,(.,(,ll(-HIILil__.VACUUM ill%Lrumentation.

A 3.2 mm diameter encln.,cdk,(,_,,_, .c I_._(.aLl_uch]was also tested. The
j ,

cathode was operated, as supplied, with tlOinsert and free of emissive

material. At mercury flow rates oF about I00 mA and keeper potentials , ,

of 500 volts, startup from cathode temperatures just above the condensation

limit were demonstrated using a 0.25 mmdidmeter high voltage tickler.

The tickler was positioned at the edge of the keeper orifice, 1 mmdown-

stream with the axis of the tickler wire parallel to the cathode axis.

(See Figure 39). Attempts to acF,iev( -_startup at lower flow rates or

temperatures were generally not successful. Increasing the keeper potential

above 500 volts resulted in breakdown through the aluminum oxide keeper

support tube. The 3.2 mm cathode support elbow was modified to allow the

introduction of an internal emitter cs shown in Fiqure 39. The axial tube

mounting method was required because ol the small bore of this cathode.

Because of the closely-spa,:ed fleometvy, the alLll1_ina enwitter supports fused

during each run. Operation could qoL bt__ sustained for sufficient periods

to allow data to be taken. Additional (fl_eri..itioll with the 3.2 mmcathode and

internal emitter was abandoned, lhe en!Iin{,f,rin!l difficulty associated with

implementing the emitter in Lhi'.,i,'(,(._tlv_(h,w(l.,beyond the stop(._ ol the

present effort.

Li retiree Observat:io_r,

All_houqh _.xtervtmt life _,,t.. w_,,,, l_,l irl, Ill_l_,(I _r_ _hi', _,l_(_rl. th('

cyclinfl (:apabiliti_.., nl l.h_, illl,,,ill,,I ,,._il t:,, v#_,_,,_,1 ,_lli, i_,l_l i_l,l,_,,,l
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to log the number of starts. After the preliminary tests were conducted

and the procedures described previously were established, a new internal

emitter was installed for the remainder of the tests. The emitter was

used to make repeated cathode starts during the periods when the flow

rates were being stabilized and measured. During the course of this pro-
J ,

gram a single emitter accumulated 5100 starts. Failure of the emitter
i

occurred during a Monday morning startup at a power level I/4 to I/3 of

the normal operaLing power. None of the characteristics of the 0.25 mm

diameter tungsten emitter had been observed to change prior to this failure.

The primary significance of the cycle testing is that an unoptimized,

first-try configuration achieved over 5000 cycles when operated in a vacuum

system that was shut down every night over the ten day period of the tests.

Conclusions

Cathode starts can be achieved at temperature levelc down to the

condensation temperature of the mercury propellant prevailing at hollow

cathode pressures (135 to 160°C). The most successful means of starting a

6.35 mmdiameter cathode was through the use of an internal 0.25 mmdiameter,

I0 mm long tungsten emitter which was biased negative with respect to the

cathode wall. Successful starting and operation was achieved at propellant

flow rates down to 4 mA equivalent.

An external high voltage (12 kV) tickler was the next best starting

method for this cathode and the only method that worked successfully in the

3.2 m,1 diameter cathode. _elow a 30 mA flow rate limit, higher keeper

potentials were required to sustain a tickler initiated _;tart.

W
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The plasma inside an operating 0,32 (:mdiai,eterhollow cath(Jdeh;is
l

been probed by Fearn, Philip and Pye._120] In order to verify their

results and also to determir,ei,-the probe used in their study altered

the characteristics of the plasma in their rather small cathode a similar

test was conducted under this grant using a larger diameter cathode. A

0.63 cm diameter cathode having a 0.38 mmdiameter orifice was outfitted

with a stationary Langmuir probe located on the cathode axis in the manner

suggested by Figure 41. The cathode itself was supported by a structure

provided by a quartz window in the manner suggested by Figure 35. The

interior side of the cathode orifice plate was coated with chenlical R-500

for the test, but no insert was installed within the cathode.

The Langmuir probe was 0.13 mm in diameter and 0.46 c,i long and was

made of tungsten wire. It was biased using a battery circuit and the bias

voltage and probe current (sensed across a I00:,: resistor) were fed to an

X-Y recorder. Langmuir probe data were analyzed using least squares ex-

ponential curve fits to the data in both the electron decelerating and

accelerating voltage regions of the probe traces. A thin shec_th analysis

was used in spite of the fact that the '._heath thickness lila.y l)e comparable

to the probe diameter at some operatinq conditions. This assumption while

it may introduce as much as tw_}-folderror in ('lectrondensity should not.

affect electron te,lperature or pl EI%III,!pc)Lent i41 ',iqni f i(antly.

Resu1ts

As d4ta were (oll(,(:t:(_(I and l.h(, tJlllp Lh(! I)r()l)(, tl,-I(I I)('('ll (,Xl)()',(,.l t.() ltl(,

I)la'_m,I in(:rea'4ed ttv, i_'()1),_ ,h,_r,_, I.(,_i',l i, ,, w,'_',' (,I),.,,rveci It, ,h,_rUl(' I.'(",_mh_l_ly

• " '-_ ' ""i'"L7 k ...... L- ................]
......... t±_.--..LIL_'_..,L,L.._ ......... .: :. , , :....... _._.,._ ........... ,_ _._ ............ _ _, ._,/,_._, ....... -__ ", .,
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because of probe contamination. Al;l;en]l)l;,; t:cJ (:It:an Lhe. l)r_)l:,;_by biasing

•it to either" +45V or -45V usinq a battery were not. successful although

the pro_e was observed to be heated to incandescence by electron bombard-

ment when it was biased +45V. This contanlination appeared to occur more

rapidly as arc current was increased and was presumably caused by con-

stituents of the R-500 mix which was present. The contanlination problems ".

prevented exter,ied operation of the cathode and accurate determination of 1

mercury flow rates but some data could be collected before contamination

became se', e " Figure 42 shows for example the variations in plasma

properties with arc current determined from Langmuir probe traces before

contamination became significant for an approximate mercury flow rate of

I00 mA. The magnitude of the electron densities and temperatures are

observed to be in good agreement with tho,_e measured by Fearn et ai.[20]

The trends shown are considered qualitatively correct.

Conclusions

In view of the fact that essentially identical plasma properties have

been measured in both 3.2 mm and 6.4 mmdia. cathodes it is concluded that

the Debye shielding distance in _n operating hollow cathode is sufficiently

small to facilitate the collection of meaningful l_angmuir probe data. Probe

contan]ination due possibly to the constituents in the emissive ,]i> present

can introduce significant errors into the measurements;. The plasma potential,

electron temperature and electron density within a ho]low cathode lie

typically in the range of 4V, 0.5eV and ll]_ucm -_ r_',pectively.
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It has been I)osLlllal;_d i.11,_i.,_1_, i_l,_ _,,,i_,,,i,)n _)(_:ur,, _l,., _1re';ult

of a surface emission IIIC,(Ltl_lYli',lii (ill I.li_. i_l.(_l iol' or an i(]ll thruster

hollow cathode operated o_1mer(:ury; l:tl,_l. Lhe emission current density has

a constant value in the r_u_!]e '[.'I(]) IIo __() I_ / _ . _ _ _ " ' ; and that the emission occurs
i

in the vicinity of ti_e cathode orifi(:e. [20] I\_ emission current is in- , ._

creased then this mechanism simply requires an increase in the emitting

surface area. Fearn, Philip and Pye[20] _:ondu(-t_d an experilnent utilizing

a cathode orifice that was stepped to a larger diameter part way through

the orifice plate. They found this skep introduced a corresponding transi-

tion in the emission current/voltage characteristic of the cathode. In

order to verify this experiment and to c)bserve visually the existence and

motion of this emitting surface as arc cur___t_t i_, increased a similar ex-

periment was conducted. A _:atho(le having LI_-: t"io step orifice configuration

shown in Figure 43 was construct.,Kl and in_.,-,lled on a fixture containing a

quartz window in the manner sugge,;t{_d in 1-il!l_,e 35. The cathode interior

was not provided wiih a cathode inserl, l)uk was <:()ated with R500.

Results

Figure 44 preseht'; plot,, (_I ,_,, ,E___It v_.. ,i__. volta,_le obtained in a

stepped orifice _:athode nl_e_,_li_i ,_I:, ll__..,, ,lill,.,_,I_l. ma',', lInw r_t,_,.,. The

data were obtained I_y ';Ir_wl.y ill( )I,',l'. I_1(I { Ill' V''] .lill' '1'1_1i'"l ! 111'' ,_Itod_

arld l)lotting tile ouCluJl. ()i, .,i_ .'<.'_ i,!, ,,, I,,,_ I,, I_ .,, nl ,l,_l,i w,_', 1( ll_,_:ted

at a k.eler (urr_'I_l I i).'!\ I, .,,, ,,,v , _i,,, ,',,,I ,',,I_ ,u_'v_, n(li,ai.(,

I()r lh_! h ,)h#,_' II,,w _,ll_, ,I,_ _ I_(,"/l .... , ;_ ,, I_,' i ,11._!,1,' _.l,,r'w_,lll

(t _]l',lll',i_ 011 ll_ ,I I(_V,_ ','(,I ,_,',' _,,,i !1 ,I _
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and current being determined by the current limiting characteristic of the

arc power supply. At the intermediate flow (Figure 44B_ the arrow indi-

cates the occurrence of an oscillation with a character again determined

by the power supply. At the low flow rate (Figure 44C) the arc current

continued to increase gradually with increases in arc voltage. The break '

in the curve of Figure 44B and the peak arc current condition of Figure 44C

were characterized by a transition in the external discharge. At voltages

above these values the plasma was observed to radiate throughout the bell

jar whereas at lower voltages the plasma was observed only in the region

between the anode and cathode. The data of Figure 44 show no evidence of

any transition in the emission current voltage characteristics that mighL

be associated with movement of an emitting surface to the geometrical steps

in the orifice.

Observation of the plasma within the hollow cathode through red and

neutral density filters indicated the intensity of radiation from the

plasma increased with arc current, but there was no evidence of an emitting

surface that increased in area over the cathode orifice region as arc cur-

rent was increased.

Conclusion

Arc voltage/current characteristics and visual observations of the

interior of an operating stepped orifice cathode do not support the theory

of a constant current density emitting surface which exhibits an increase

in area a.s arc current is increased.

" __-_;i: _ " T .._L_ __ ...........................



APPENDIX A

SINGLE AND DOUBLEION BEAMCURRENTDETERMINATION

John R. Beattie

Nomenclature "

Ao = grid viewing area (o = 0), rn2 _

Ap = probe aperture area, m2

Ae : grid viewing area (3 _ 0), m2

f(o) = correction factor

i(r,o) = probe current, A

I(r) = current crossing measurement plane, A

j(r) = current density at grids, Am"2

J(R,o)= current density at measurement plane, Am-2

L = distance from grids to measurement plane, m

r = radial coordinate measured from beam centerline, m

r = grid radius, m
g

R = radial coordinate measured from center of circular viewing

area, m

0
(_ = probe pitch angle,

= dispersion angle, o

_ = positive dispersion angle, omax

= negative dispersion angle, o_)I11in

i, = probe acceptance half-angle, o

_..>: .:_C_ ........... iI_ ....._._
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Introduction

The determination of the single and double ion beam currents

requires viewing a point on the grids from several different angles

since the ions leaving the accelerator system follow trajectories which

are not parallel. That is, the single and double ion dispersion profiles ,.-

must be determined as a function of the thruster radius and this can be

accomplished by the use of an articulating _ x _ momentum a_aiyzer. [2] _

This appendix presents the derivation of the equations which are used to

transform the momentum analyzer output into integrated single and double

ion beam current components.

Beam Current Equations

The _ x _ momentum analyzer probe is used to measure the current

leaving a small area of the grids as a function of the dispersion

angle o. The probe is pointed at a fixed area of the grids at different

angles and the current due to ions leaving this area at each of the angles

is detected by the probe. When the probe is positioned at o : 0 the

viewing area is circular as illustrated in Figure AI-B. With the probe

at any other angle (_ the viewing area is elliptical as indicated in

Figure AI-C. To account for the associated area change the current density

at the analyzer plane is weighted by a factor f(_) which is equal to the

ratio of the circular to elliptical areas. For simplicity in the deriva- !

tion which follows, the probe entrance aperture plane is assumed to

remain a fixed distan(:e L from the plane of the grid,_ as i11ustr_ited in

Fiqure AI-A.

Th(_ ion Lurr_nt d_!rv_ity at the _l_ar,urenlerlt l)lane .](R,,,) i_

_:,IIcLIIdt_)(lIt,iraf.hep,c_he,.urr(_nti(r,) ,_ndth,_ I,rfd.'_I_rtur_ are,_A

r
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by the relationship

J(R,,,) =_ i_r,JOf(,_L). (Al)
Ap

The current crossing the measurement plane as a result of ion injection ,"

from a circular region on the grids at a radius r is obtained by integrating
¢

this current density over the signal area at the measurement plane

f
l(r) : ]J(R,o) •

_dA

(A2)

= f J(R,o) cos q dA

where

dA = 2_RdR

From Figure A1 we see

R = L tan (i

and

dA = 2,,L" sec :_ nltan _)Id() (A3)

Since the dispersion profiles are generally not symmetrical about !_ = O,

the integration is carried from _ = _min to _ = '_max and the result is

divided by two to obtain the current I(r).

The ion current density at the grids is obtained by dividing the

current crossing the mea',uremrnt plane hy the ar._a from which the current

left. That is,

j(,,) l(r)/A ° (A4)

Ih_! ilnl _l_rrrllt. _,lll I_f, rd_l,lilu'_l I_y jlll._,clr,lt it_,l lhf' ,urt't,nl _lr,n',ity ow,_

!.h_' flt'Jd ,_t'_!,l I,'¢ II',f' i_l I.)u, ,.,It_,'.',J_nl

' ......... _"..........................................................._, I ....................................... , L,
_--=_,, .................. _.................................... _ ----_
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IB = f_g 2.,rj(r)dr (A5)

where rg is the grid radius. Implicit in Equation A5 is the assumption

of azimuthal symmetry. Combining equations AI, A2_ A3, A4, and A5 gives

the integral equation for the beam current j ,

<

: 2.2L 2 _rg [ema x

IB pojo_1 JUl-mi n ri(r'e)f(°)Isin elsec2 e dedr (A6)

The function f(e) can be derived by use of Figures A1 and A2.

The circular viewing area Ao is given by

A° : _L2 tan2 _ . (A7)

The elliptical area Ae is

lo-
= _L2 t.an_...[tan(e + _) +-tantan (e-_)]_ . (A8)

A° 2 cos{siR'l[ tan (e+O) 2

Equation A8 can be simplified by use of the following approximate

relation which introduces an error of less than I% for dispersion angles

less than about 25o

Ao - 7,.L2,tan @[tan (o+_)._ - tan (o-_)]
(A9)

2 cos o

The correction f(o) is obtained by combining Equations A7 and A9 to give

f(,l)= Ao/Ao

• 2 cos _! tan _ . (AIO)tan _T_,i,_ - tan
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Data Ac_uisition and Reduction l echniKue

Analyzer probe current data i(r,¢)) were obtained in the following

manner. The analyzer plate voltage was adjusted to allow detection of

the desired ion current component. The probe pitch angle () was set to

within 0.05 ° of the desired value with a stepper motor and the probe was .

swept vertically through the ien beam from r = -rg to r = rg by means of
r

a motorized drive assembly. The output of a linear potentiometer was used

to monitor the vertical position of the probe and this signal along with

the analyzer output was recorded on an X - Y plotter. The probe pitch

angle was then increased by a 5° increment and the procedure repeated.

Since the beam is assumed axisymmetric, the probe angle can always be of

the same sign and the positive or negative dispersion angles are de-

termined by r > 0 or r < O. This reduces the number of off-axis probe

pitch angles by one half which reduces the data acquisition consiaerably.

Data reduction consists of digitizing the plotted data for input to

a digital computer program which performs the double integration of

Equation A6 by numerical means first for'the doubly charged ion data and I

then for the singly charged ion data. The ratio of these two currents is

then the double-to-single ion current ratio. Ion dispersion profiles are

also determined using Equation A1 for the single and double ion data.



APPENDI× I_

I.ANGMUIRPROBEANALYSIS

Joh, R. Beattie

The Langmuir probe daLa presented in this report were analyzed by

the nunlerical procedure of Reference [I0]. These results generally
J ,

ind,cate higher Maxwellian electron temperatures and lower primary to

Maxwellian electron density ratios than earlier results which were ob-

tained by graphical methods. [23] The purpose of this appendix is to

explain these discrepancies and to point out the large errors the

graphical procedure can introduce when the electron temperature is

greater than about 4eV.

In the retarding field portion of the Langmuir probe trace the

two-group plasma assumption predicts the following current-voltage

relationship [I0]

I = BI + B?V + B:3 exp (B,+V) (BI)

where I is the probe electron current, V the probe voltage, and the

constants Bi are determined by the plasma properties. Introducing

these properties, the expression above can be rewrltten in the following

nondimensional form

I sat nm Ti+("p m I

where np and nm are the primary and Maxwell ian electron densities,

and T the primary electron e.nc_rfly and Maxwellian electron tempera-p m

ture, l.p the plasma potential, and I at" the Maxwellian ele(.tron

,,aturatic,n curreut. <+,n-+'er+l,_! rll,/nm.
• +I , iv+, v Jlu+,,, __I t+he l.'t-)l_+,rt, il ,.,

................................. +..-;=
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,,p, and +p are presented in Table BI for a mercury electron-bombardment

thruster. Using these values, Equation B2 was used Do calculate

TABLE Bl. ASSUMEDPLASMA PROPERrlES

{-PropertyAssumed Value
i ,

| np/n m 5%

Cp 30eV *_,

_p 40V i
i .....

dimensionless current as a function of probe voltage for various electron

temperatures. The results are presented in Figure B1 which indicates the

variation of total and primary electron current with probe voltage for

three values of the Maxwellian electron temperature. Figure BI-A corres-

ponds to a fairly low electron temperature of 2eV and we see the primary

and total current lines are tangent (i.e., the Maxwellian current is very

small) over a large voltage range. Graphical analysis of these data

should therefore yield good results. Figure BI-B is for an electron

temperature of 6eV and we see at this higher temperature the two curves

are never tangent. Analysis of these data by the graphical technique would

result in erroneous plasma properties since the method requires the primary

current line to be tangent to the total current line. To estimate the

amount of error one might expect, the dashed curve labeled A-A in Figure

BI-B was drawn t_,nqent to the total current line in such a manner as to

!live the correct primary electron energy. Analysis of these data using

the line A-I\ a', t.tle l_rilllary (:tirreilt r_,',ult_(t in ()i'i'Ol", in the prini,lry
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electron number dens i ty, Maxwel 1i an el ec:tron t_,nll)erature arid dens i ty of

160%, 20%, and I%, respectively. Figure BI-C indirates how the problem

becomes even more severe when the electron temperature is increased to

lO eV. The line labeled A-A in this figure is drawn tangent to tile total
J ,

current curve and gives the correct primary electron energy. However, in

the accelerating field region of the trace the slope of line A-A is greater

than the slope of the total current curve--a condition which is not reason-

able physically. In order to obtain a realistic solution in the accelerating

field region and still satisfy the tangency condition, a primary current

line such a B-B might be used but this also introduces an error in the

primary electron energy. Graphical analysis of Figure BI-C using the

line B-B as the primary electron current resulted in errors in the primary

electron energy and density, and Maxwellian el_ctron temperature and density

of 13'/, 307%, 35%, and 9%, respectively.

The numerical procedure [lO] for analyzing Langmuir probe data does

not impose the tangency condition of the graphica] method and, as a result,

does not introduce the large errors described above. For comparison pur-

poses the total current curves of Figure Bl were digitized and analyzed by

the numerical procedure. The plasma properties determined in this manner

were found to be in error by less than 15'. in the worst case.

The curves of Fiflure B] indicate the qraphical procedure will intro-

duce significant error_ in the plasma properties when the Maxwellian

electron tel,per,lture is qreater than about 4eV. lhe error introdu_:ed will

i n _lenera] re'_ul t in h iqher priln,lry el e_:t.rou dell', i I.ie", and 1ow_'r r,la×.weil i _n

_-_le¢_troll t_lll_('rai.llr(_ ', [.tl,111l.hf, l-r_l_! value,',.
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